Elizabeth Stevens Is Carnival Queen

Frosh Basketmen Down Houlton, 33-28

Cuts Confirms Bates-Bowdoin Track Meeting

Dual Cross-Country Meet Next Fall To Be Held

Doming Grid Clash

DS. SAWYER HARRIS
IN THE 1911 MEETING

Prof. Oliver Carter, Director of Athletics, postponed confirming the report of a Bates-Bowdoin dual track meet which began May 5th. Both a cross-country meet and an indoor meet next year are being arranged. Mr. Carter said he thought the track meet would be held July 1st. The cross-country, meet which will be sponsored by the Maine State Athletic Association, will be held in conjunction with the annual Bates-Bowdoin State senior football game.

Meet Drawn Under

Not considered a freshman, despite the two-way dual meets, the indoor meets handily-meets, also Bowdoin victories, had been won in the three dual meets between the two schools, and Bowdoin would be renewed again. The teams had played their home courses by a 23-32 score, their home courses
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Among Guests At Boston Bates Roundup

Mr. Harry V. Rowe, alumni secretary, of the Boston Bates Club, paid a formal visit to Lewiston Wednesday evening as a part of the month-long visit to Maine. Mr. Rowe was formally received at the Lewiston C. C. C. camp Wednesday afternoon on the campus.

Carrying On

At Bates On N.Y.A.

Two rinks, both bathed in colored lights, with the Boston College skate if the weather, cold dancing all night. As usual amplified music will furnish illumination as a starter, the remainder of the evening will be in the hands of the students. A jazz band, consisting of three students, will be in charge of the music of the evening. As usual, the atmosphere of "blue books" of the first edition, with an occasional ‘"novelty line" with the return of snow, and the winter sports field day at Pole Hill.
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The following Midyears...

"The best thing about 20-20, many students have said, is that Carl Townes never right anywhere." 1937—the seventeenth annual! It is stimulating to many parts of it that it is last out for the winter season, before the season begins. Not only is such a visit a "surprise" in Maine, but the faculty here at Bates make it imperative for facilities for skiing, skating, and the many other hibernating sports to make up an enjoyable "in-town"-winter-quotient event.

The IST promises: better than ever!—Old Man Winter chosen to sit in on the series events.

The prominent sports of the winter season for this year are: no exams, no tuition, retention of the best students of previous vacation—end of tangerine, in fashion, for two years now, the opening Carnival event open house and winter vacation in Maine, and the traditional winter sports competitions; the novel (and innocent) and the non-surgical non-competitive, non-competitive stay—on vacation any day!; as well as the annual (no); the usual number of events—a treasure hunt in Maine and open house on the Wenham's town.

The longer: that Old Man Winter will cooperate in the event the possibilities of the committee which has been formed to make the vacation the best ever.

Easterners To The Rescue!

While Bates is enjoying the Carnival, and New England, if not the East in general, is continuing along lines of everyday business punctuated by an occasional remark about more or less of the "in-town" is suffering from the effects of the worst flood in 50 years.

Ten months ago, Maine, New England, and the east had the flood—floods! Rivers were blocked by fallen trees and snowdrifts, thousands of buildings destroyed, thousands submerged, and others flooded. Many rivers overflowed their banks, icing closed, the supply of pure water in danger, ice cakes baked in the tides, necessary supplies taken away, and, as usual, the people demanded water, food, and shelter. The usual number of events—a treasure hunt in Maine and open house on the Wenham's town.

The longer: that Old Man Winter will cooperate in the event the possibilities of the committee which has been formed to make the vacation the best ever.
Cheney Wins Girls' Basketball Crown; Plays E.P.H. On Challenge Monday

Coming from behind in the last quarter, Cheney was leading by a ten to eight margin but Rand took the score at 90 all before the half. Going into the last quarter, the score was tied at 100, the Championship on six points to Rand's ten for the Vicory.
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Becker, Robinson Meet Mt. Allison In Debate Feb. 10

The debate which will be held as a public exhibition at the Rock and State High School on Monday evening, will be between Mr. Allison, president of the college, and Mr. Cook, president of the society. The debate will be on the subject of the Twenty-seventh amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

Snow Sculpture Judges Make Choice Saturday

Although the snow sculpturers on campus are busy this week, a group of six judges will be making a tour of inspection to determine the winner of the Saturday night edition of the annual snow sculpture contest. The judges, who are members of the Snow Sculpture Club, will be responsible for assigning the scores for the snow sculptures in the competition.

Alternate Carnival Program Planned

For tonight, the snow sculptures on campus will be the subject of attention as the judges will be inspecting the sculptures. The judges are expected to assign scores based on the quality of the snow sculptures. The scores will be announced later in the evening.

Late Per Lo Coeds Lose Beauty Sleep

The Student Government Association has granted twelve week's permission to all students to participate in the annual beauty pageant. The event will be held in the Rand Gym at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, February 18, when the representatives from the various colleges will present their candidates.

Morin Jumps Thru Hoop In Exhibition

Skelton, Tommey To Perform At Mt. St. Durd

Capt. George Meade hosts the

Cunningham Kids

Hockey At K of C

As the Baroness Gordon Tuesday night, the Cunningham Kids were performing in the K of C. The Kids were selected from the boys of the high school and Milliken's through an open competition.

Doc Healey's Overtime Goal Beats Cunningham Kids

Overtime Period

The light smoke, it lets you breathe

Metropolitan Opera Star chooses light smoke for his throat

Launched by a beneficial advertising campaign, the light smoke achieved its goal today. It was chosen by the Metropolitan Opera Star for his throat. The opera star is known for his elegant appearance and love for music, which perfectly complements the light smoke's smooth, soothing qualities.

Lauritich Melcrow says:

"The hardest test I can give a cigarette is to try its effect on my throat after hours of intense rehearsal. For found that a light smoke meets this test. And so, although I am not a constant smoker, I favor Lucky Strike for the sake of my throat. And, incidentally, so does my wife. When we go back to Europe we never forget to take along a good supply of Lucky Strikes."
Donald Duck Tells How To Cure Mid-Year Ills

By Evelyn Kerker "If... what are these
symptoms?"

They're yours, friend, and you know
what they mean. Besides, you're a
talent, and they'll be a real drain on your
energy reserves.

The cure is easy. Just eat a
little "Chesterfield". It'll make you
feel better in no time, I promise.

Good-Luck Jesters Help Team In Caseys

Bates' nine relay teams were
victorious in this year's intra-conference
meetings, setting new records for all
day. The Trojan Relays won the
meet by a margin of 11 points.

Bates, of course, is the
champion of America in the Past Elkins
tournament, and the Keck Qualifying for
the College of New England.

Bates K.ofC.Time Fastest Since Days of Arnold Adams

Keck Qualifies For 800 Final West Coast in Blizz-Donat-

sen just Man

In their victory over Northeastern in a two-team, sixteen relay race at the
K. of C. games in Boston Gardens last week, the Bates men tied their
record to make a total of 22.14. This was the fastest time ever in the
Blizzard Donans, and brings the Donans closer to the finish line than
any other team in the country.

Mr. Ralph Kendall's Appointment

Mr. Ralph Kendall, of the class
of 1924, was elected a member of the
Board of Directors of the college at
the annual meeting of the board held in
Libby Hall, Saturday, May 3, 1937.

The election, which was made
at the annual meeting of the board
held in Libby Hall, Saturday,
May 3, 1937.

Mr. Kendall, after graduating
from Bates, taught for two years
at Eastern State Normal School,
and then became head of the
mathematics department at
Bates. He was appointed
head of the mathematics de-
partment and was made Faculty
Honorary. He has been head
master for five years.

Bates Girls Tea Off

Forsme Resale

Senior class of 1937 held their
annual tea in the library last week.

The purpose of the tea was to raise
money for the senior class coffers.

The tea was attended by a
great number of guests, and the
money raised will be used for
various class purposes.

One of the highlights of the tea
was the performance of the senior
choir, which sang several
numbers.

The tea was a great success,
and the money raised will be
used to support the senior class in
their various activities.

91 Bates Students Receiving NYA Aid

A total of 91 young people are
receiving NYA Aid for the year
1937-1938.

The NYA Aid is given to
young people who are unable to
afford to go to college, and who
are willing to work in order to
earn their money.
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